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CHARITIES REFUSE
TO GIVE

THE PLUCK OF THE IRISH
“The European Union is in crisis,” trumpeted a British newspaper after Ireland
voted to reject the Lisbon Treaty, which
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The headlines are heartbreaking: 38,000
Iowans displaced, their homes and fields
submerged beneath a brew of sewage,
fuel, farm chemicals, and dead animals.
Millions of mosquitoes hover over the
toxic swamp. More rain is forecast, and
another 20 levees threaten to give way.
But these people are not broken.
This isn’t yet a Katrina-scale disaster,
in large part because flinty heartlanders
refuse to let it be. In New Orleans, residents huddled on rooftops, waiting for
help that didn’t come soon enough.
Three years later, the Lower Ninth Ward
has yet to recover.
But along the Mississippi, Midwesterners fought back. Men and boys worked
round the clock to save their drowning
towns. Brian Wiekand of Oakville, Iowa
stacked sandbags at his local levee until
water lapped over the top, then resolved
not to be ruined by the crisis. “The Bible
says the prayer of one man, God hears,”
he told the Associated Press. “Here’s my
prayer: I ask for the strength of God to
fight this flood, and I ask for the grace to
accept whatever happens.”
He and his neighbors will get emergency assistance—lots of it. Chastened
by his delayed response to Katrina, President Bush was quick to offer aid. But no
federal initiative is a substitute for local
action, and here we see a resilient population bearing up under dismal conditions. Before the water began to recede,
they were pushing to get back into their
homes to begin reconstruction.
They’ve survived worse: the 1993
flood caused 48 deaths and $21 billion in
damage. And Iowans got back up, dried
out, and replanted. They will again.

would have moved Europe closer to full
integration. The Paddies had beaten the
politicians. The treaty was “finished.”
But the euphoria only lasted until
someone remembered that the EU
doesn’t accept defeat. In 2001, after all,
the Irish had refused the Nice Treaty,
only to approve an amended version a
year later. And two years ago, when the
French and the Dutch threw out the
Lisbon Treaty, EU officials simply set
about revising the wording—not the substance—of the proposed constitution.
France’s President Sarkozy pressured the Euroskeptics to reconsider,
and Ireland’s prime minister, Brian
Cowen, attacked “misguided” rightwing groups for celebrating his people’s
verdict. At a summit in Brussels, EU
representatives made statements about
“respecting” Ireland’s decision, but
plans are already being made for
another referendum next year, before
the important European elections in
June. In the United States of Europe, no
does not mean no.

California’s recognition of same-sex
marriages went into effect June 17, and
the newswires quickly filled with images
of happy couples exchanging rings,

being showered with rice, and blushing.
But the celebrations cannot conceal the
legal difficulties that lie ahead for religious groups that do not recognize these
unions.
Confronted with a choice between
Church teaching and Massachusetts
state law, which also recognizes samesex marriages, Catholic Charities, an
organization that only places children
with heterosexual couples, had to
close its adoption agencies in the state.
In New Jersey, a Methodist ministry
that rented out facilities for wedding
receptions lost its tax-exempt status
for refusing to make the space available for same-sex commitment ceremonies.
Legal recognition of gay unions
comes at a steep price for Christian
institutions, which have now lost a
degree of freedom. If states do not provide religious exemptions to these laws,
same-sex marriage will begin pushing
faith-based organizations out of the
public square. This means the loss not
only of a few reception halls and adoption agencies, but many religiously-affiliated hospitals and schools.
In a nation so committed to allowing
its citizens to define their own lives, a
little tolerance ought also to be
extended to these long established and
socially vital institutions.
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[JUSTICE]

HARD CASES
While the California Supreme Court
imposed same-sex marriage on the
Golden State, so far this season the U.S.
Supreme Court has not had to confront
contentious social issues. That’s not to
say recent decisions—including Boumediene and Dada—have not showcased
how divided the high court remains.
These two rulings, the most notable so
far this year (as of press time), both split
the court 5-4, with Roberts, Alito, Scalia,
and Thomas dissenting from the liberal
majority on each occasion.
These rulings have done more than
illustrate the court’s philosophical division, however. They also remind us that
there is plenty of room for thoughtful
conservatives to question the wisdom of
the dissenting justices, and that the
court’s liberals are not always radical.
John McCain disagrees: he called
Boumediene, which extends basic
habeas corpus protections to detained
“enemy combatants,” “one of the worst
decisions in the history of the country.”
But George Will—who challenged the
Republican nominee’s assertion by
reminding readers of Dred Scott, Plessy,
and Korematsu—offered a balanced
take in his June 17 column. “The
Supreme Court’s ruling only begins
marking a boundary against government’s otherwise boundless power to
detain people indefinitely,” he wrote,
while acknowledging that “the question
of the detainees’ …… rights is a matter
about which intelligent people of good
will can differ.”
The same can be said about Dada,
which expanded the rights of immigrants who overstay their visas. We
aren’t in favor of that, but Dada’s
extensions are minor and procedural,
allowing aliens to withdraw from “voluntary departure” agreements and
appeal their removal from the country.
(They could already appeal if they did

not agree to “voluntary departure.”)
Roughly speaking, this is like allowing
a defendant to withdraw a guilty plea.
It’s a bad idea—aliens who overstay
their visits already receive lenient
treatment—but not one of the worst
decisions in the history of the country,
even by our standards.
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BUSH COURTS HISTORIANS
In Rome this month, President Bush told
an interviewer that he intends to write a
book on his legacy. “It takes a while for
history to have its, you know, to be able
to have enough time to look back to see
why decisions were made and what
their consequences were,” he said.
Clearly, Dubya the memoirist will need
some professional help.
Two days later, in London, Bush had
dinner with a group of well-known
British historians, including Simon
Schama, Niall Ferguson, and Andrew
Roberts. The event prompted speculation that the president was auditioning
ghostwriters. Schama seems an unlikely
pick, having recently described Bush’s
presidency as “an absolute f- - - - - g catastrophe.” Roberts, however, is far more
amenable to the president’s vision of
himself. Indeed, he has already cast
Bush as the Churchill of his day. In his
History of the English Speaking Peoples, Roberts vigorously defended the
Iraq War, Guantanamo Bay, and the
Freedom Agenda. Last year, Roberts had
lunch at the White House with the president, vice president, and other eminent
hawks such as Norman Podhoretz and
Gertrude Himmelfarb. The historian
was given a pair of presidential cufflinks, which he tactfully wore to the
London soirée.
Slate editor Jacob Weisberg recently
called Roberts “the fawning court historian of the Bush administration.” The
description may prove more exact than
he realized.
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Ideas

Food for Thought
Renewing the culinary culture should be a conservative cause.
By John Schwenkler
A L I C E WAT E R S might not seem like a
conservative. A veteran of Berkeley’s
Free Speech Movement, who once
cooked a $25,000-a-seat fundraising
dinner for Bill Clinton, she eagerly compares her campaign for “edible schoolyards”—where children work with
instructors to grow, prepare, and eat
fresh produce—to John F. Kennedy’s
attempt to improve physical fitness
through mandatory exercise. Her dream
of organic, locally and sustainably produced food in every school cafeteria,
class credit for lunch hour, and required
gardening time and cooking classes is as
utopian as they come. The name she has
given her gastronomic movement, the
“Delicious Revolution,” strikes the ear
as one part fuzzy-headed Marxism, the
other Brooksian bobo-speak. This
woman is not, as they say, one of us.
But a closer look tells a different
story. In a 1997 talk, Waters quoted from
an essay by Francine du Plessix Grey
about the film “Kids,” which portrays the
sex-, drug-, and violence-crazed lives of
a circle of New York teenagers. Du
Plessix Grey writes of being haunted by
the adolescents’ “feral” and “boorishly
gulped” fast-food diet: “we may,” she
suggests, “be witnessing the first generation in history that has not been
required to participate in that primal rite
of socialization, the family meal.” Such
an activity “is not only the core curriculum in the school of civilizing discourse;
it is also a set of protocols that curb our
natural savagery and our animal greed,
and cultivate a capacity for sharing and
thoughtfulness.” These teenagers “are
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deprived of the main course of civilized
life—the practice of sitting down at the
dinner table and observing the attendant
conventions.”
Today’s children, Waters goes on to
say, “are bombarded with a pop culture
which teaches redemption through
buying things.” But schoolyard gardens,
like the one she helped create at the
middle school a few blocks from my
home in Berkeley, “turn pop culture
upside-down: they teach redemption
through a deep appreciation for the real,
the authentic, and the lasting—for the
things that money can’t buy: the very
things that matter most of all if we are
going to lead sane, healthy, and sustainable lives. Kids who learn environmental
and nutritional lessons through school
gardening—and school cooking and
eating—learn ethics.” Good cooking,
she writes in the introduction to her
2007 cookbook, The Art of Simple Food,
“can reconnect our families and communities with the most basic human values,
provide the deepest delight for all our
senses, and assure our well-being for a
lifetime.”
The proposal, put slightly differently,
is that our attitudes toward food—
which nourishes and sustains us, which
binds us most fundamentally to place,
family, market, and community—provide a measure of our respect for what
Russell Kirk called the “Permanent
Things.” We are not just what we eat but
how we eat. The cultivation and consumption of our meals are activities as
distinctively human as walking, talking,
loving, and praying. Learning to regard

the meal not merely as something that
fills our bellies and helps us grow, but as
the consummate exercise of beings
carnal and earthbound yet upwardly and
outwardly drawn, is a crucial step in the
restoration of culture. The suggestion
that the inculcation of such values might
be an essential part of an adequate education ought to resonate beyond the
confines of the doctrinaire Left.
Adopting an alternative view of food
does not require rejecting the possibility of a free and prosperous market
economy. Indeed, the rise of the New
American Diet—meals eaten in a rush
and very often alone, made from
processed and prepackaged ingredients—was not solely or even primarily
the product of Adam Smith’s invisible
hand. Historian Harvey Levenstein has
argued that the spate of government regulations in the wake of early 20th-century food-safety scares played a crucial
role in the rise of industrialized agriculture and centralized food processors.
Early nutritionists and home economists, many distinctly of the quack variety, found a key ally in their attempts to
reform American cuisine in Herbert
Hoover’s Food Administration. The goal
of reducing consumption of scarce
foods and eating in accordance with
“scientific” principles was tied to the
cause of Allied victory in the First World
War.
Official dietary guidelines inevitably
became the product of collaboration
between government agencies and representatives of the industries that stand
to benefit. The substitution of state-
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